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Abstract

The parsing algorithm of Earley (1970),001
as presented, has a runtime complexity of002
O
(
N3|G||R|

)
where N is the length of the003

sentence, |G| is the size of the grammar, and004
|R| is the number of productions in the gram-005
mar. This is unworkable for the large gram-006
mars that arise in natural language process-007
ing. Fortunately, the dynamic programming008
algorithm can be improved to run in time009
O
(
N3|G|

)
, matching the complexity of run-010

ning CKY on a binarized version of G. Some011
of the necessary speed-ups have been pre-012
sented in part or in full in various parts of the013
literature. However, there has been no uni-014
fied, formal treatment that is written as a de-015
duction system1or covers the weighted case.016
We present such a treatment in terms of five017
proof rules that can be used in weighted deduc-018
tion, which refine Earley’s PREDICT, SCAN019
and COMPLETE actions. We also provide a020
generalization of Earley’s algorithm that uses021
a finite-state automaton to represent the gram-022
mar, and whose runtime is proportional to the023
size of the automaton (and the usual O

(
N3
)

024
term), or more precisely the size of the portion025
of the automaton that is reached while parsing026
the input sentence. Further speed-ups can then027
be achieved by minimizing the automaton so028
that similar productions share transitions.029

1 Introduction030

Earley’s algorithm (1970) was a landmark achieve-031

ment in theoretical computer science. It was the032

first algorithm that could directly parse under an033

arbitrary context-free grammar in timeO
(
N3
)

(N034

being the length of the input string). Also, since it035

exhaustively filters rules by left context, it parses036

unambiguous grammars inO
(
N2
)

time and a class037

of deterministic context-free grammars in O(N).038

Earley’s algorithm is well-known in computa-039

tional linguistics and NLP, and not only because of040

1That said, declarative formulations have been presented in
other formats in the dissertations of Barthélemy (1993), de la
Clergerie (1993), and Nederhof (1994).

its ability to directly handle unrestricted grammars 041

and exploit their structure for potential speedups. 042

Because it parses incrementally from left to right, 043

it can be used for online sentence processing, main- 044

taining a parse forest over the sentence prefix that 045

has been seen so far—which supports incremental 046

syntactic featurization and incremental semantic 047

interpretation—as well as the set of grammatical 048

next words.2 It can be attractively extended to com- 049

pute the probabilities of these next words (Stolcke, 050

1995), which is the standard way to compute au- 051

toregressive language model probabilities under a 052

PCFG to support cognitive modeling (Hale, 2001), 053

speech recognition (Roark, 2001), and neural gen- 054

eration of grammatical text (Shin et al., 2021). 055

The runtime of Earley’s algorithm is cubic in the 056

length of a sentence. However, an often overlooked 057

aspect in the algorithm’s analysis is the grammar 058

constant. Earley’s algorithm takes O
(
N3|G||R|

)
059

time where |G| is the size of the grammar (the total 060

length of all productions) and |R| is the number of 061

productions (Shieber et al., 1995; Stolcke, 1995; 062

Goodman, 1999). When the grammar is taken to be 063

constant, these terms are absorbed into the O oper- 064

ator. Indeed, Earley (1970)’s original paper did not 065

discuss the grammar constant in its runtime anal- 066

ysis. However, natural language grammars can be 067

very large (Dunlop et al., 2010). For example, the 068

Berkeley grammar (Petrov et al., 2006), a learned 069

grammar for the Penn Treebank (PTB) (Marcus 070

et al., 1993), contains over one million productions. 071

Grammars of such magnitude make the O(|G||R|) 072

factor an intimidating prospect. 073

Fortunately, some massaging of Earley’s dy- 074

namic program makes it run in O
(
N3|G|

)
. This 075

matches the runtime of the CKY parsing algorithm 076

on a binarized version of G (when G can be bi- 077

narized, i.e., it has no unary or nullary produc- 078

tions). However, the literature around Earley’s 079

2In a programming language editor, incremental interpreta-
tion can support syntax checking, syntax highlighting, and
tooltips; next-word prediction can support autocomplete.
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often misses this bound or over-complicates the080

explanation of the necessary speed-ups:081

• Standard presentations of Earley’s algorithm082

(e.g., the textbook treatment of Jurafsky and Mar-083

tin, 2009, Section 13.4) typically give the run-084

time as O
(
N3
)
, eliding the grammar constant.085

• The Graham–Harrison–Ruzzo (GHR) algo-086

rithm, a well known variant of Earley’s, is087

a non-weighted recognizer that again runs in088

O
(
N3|G||R|

)
. The original exposition of Gra-089

ham et al. (1980) did provide implementation de-090

tails in their Section 3 that enables the algorithm091

to run in the improved O
(
N3|G|

)
, but these de-092

tails were not presented in the form of a deduc-093

tion system and were apparently lost in retellings094

of the algorithm (Sikkel, 1993, page 112).095

• Leermakers (1992) and Moore (2000) improve096

the efficiency of the COMPLETE rule, but not097

the PREDICT rule. This leads to an algorithm098

that runs in O
(
N3|G|+N2|G||R|

)
time. This099

is still unusable for large grammars.100

• Klein and Manning (2001a) propose an agenda-101

based Earley parser that distinguishes “active”102

and “passive” items (Gebhardt, 2015). This im-103

proves the runtime to O
(
N3|G||N |

)
where N104

is the set of non-terminals in the grammar. The105

extra factor of O(|N |) is still quite large and106

could have been dispensed with.107

In this paper, we provide a simple deduction sys-108

tem, EARLEY–FAST, that can be used to discover109

all parses and compute their total semiring weight110

in O
(
N3|G|

)
time.3 We compare EARLEY–FAST111

to the traditional deduction system, EARLEY. We112

discuss modifications in §5 and Apps. A and B that113

must be made to the grammar in order to avoid114

repeatedly deducing new proofs of an item (due115

to cyclic derivations of a string via unary and/or116

nullary rules), which can prevent the weighted ver-117

sion of Earley’s algorithm from terminating.118

We conduct a small empirical experiment using119

various grammars induced from the PTB and no120

pruning. For all of these grammars, EARLEY re-121

quires over 3 minutes to parse a single sentence122

from the PTB over 25 words, which is not practi-123

cal. Nevertheless, we are able to parse sentences124

under 40 words using EARLEY–FAST in 7 seconds125

3In the weighted case (§5), this G is a preprocessed version of
the grammar. Preprocessing takes additional time and may
enlarge the grammar. Also, our runtimes assume that the
semiring operations ⊕, ⊗, and ∗ take O(1) time each.

(again, without pruning). In §6, we additionally 126

present a generalization in which dotted produc- 127

tions (within items of the deduction system) are 128

replaced by states of a finite-state automaton (FSA). 129

This generalization, which we call EARLEY–FSA, 130

allows us to shrink the grammar constant further, 131

yielding a further 2.5× speed-up when using the 132

PTB-induced grammars. 133

2 Weighted Context-Free Grammars 134

A context-free grammar (CFG) G is a tuple 135

〈N ,Σ,R, S〉 where Σ is a finite set of terminal 136

symbols,N is a finite set of non-terminal symbols 137

with Σ ∩ N = ∅, R is a set of productions from 138

a non-terminal to a sequence of non-terminals and 139

terminals (i.e., R ⊆ N × (N ∪ Σ)∗), and S ∈ N 140

is the start symbol. We denote terminal symbols 141

by lower-case letters (a, b, . . . ) and non-terminal 142

symbols by upper-case letters (A,B, . . . ). We use 143

a Greek letter (ρ, µ, or ν) to denote a sequence of 144

non-terminals and terminals, i.e., an element of 145

(N ∪ Σ)∗. Therefore, a production has the form 146

A→ ρ. Note that ρ may be the empty sequence ε. 147

We refer to |ρ| ≥ 0 as the arity of the production 148

and |A→ ρ| def
= 1 + |ρ| as the size of the produc- 149

tion. Productions of arity 0, 1, and 2 are referred to 150

as nullary, unary, and binary productions respec- 151

tively. We write |G| def
=
∑

(A→ρ)∈R|ρ| for the total 152

size of the CFG. Therefore, if K is the maximum 153

arity of a production, |G| ≤ |R|(1 +K). 154

For a given G, we write µ ⇒ ν to denote that 155

µ ∈ (N ∪ Σ)∗ can be rewritten into ν by a single 156

production of G. For example, AB ⇒ ρB ex- 157

pands A into ρ using the production A→ ρ. The 158

reflexive transitive closure of this relation, ∗⇒, then 159

denotes rewriting by any sequence of zero or more 160

productions: for example, AB ∗⇒ρµ ν. 161

A derivation tree of G is a finite rooted ordered 162

tree T whose leaves are labeled with elements of Σ 163

and whose internal nodes are labeled with elements 164

ofN , such that (1) the root is labeled with S and (2) 165

if an internal node labeled with A has a sequence 166

of children labeled with ρ, then A→ ρ is in R. 167

Given an input sentence x ∈ Σ∗ of length N , we 168

write Tx for its set of derivation trees, that is, all 169

trees with leaf sequence x. Tx is countable and 170

possibly infinite. It is non-empty iff S ∗⇒x, with 171

each T ∈ Tx serving as a witness that S ∗⇒x. 172

We will also consider weighted CFGs, in which 173

each production A→ ρ is additionally equipped 174

with a weight w(A→ ρ) ∈ W where W is 175
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EARLEY EARLEY–FAST

Domains i, j, k ∈ {0, . . . , N} A,B ∈ N ∪ {Ŝ} a ∈ Σ ρ, µ, ν ∈ (N ∪ Σ)∗

Items [i, j, A→ µ • ν] [j, k, a] A→ ρ
[i, j, A→ µ • ν] [j, k, a] A→ ρ
[i, j, A→ • ?] [i, j, A→ ? • ]

Axioms
A→ ρ, ∀(A→ ρ) ∈ R
[k − 1, k, xk], ∀k∈{1, . . . , N}
[0, 0, Ŝ → •S]

A→ ρ,∀(A→ ρ) ∈ R
[k − 1, k, xk],∀k∈{1, . . . , N}
[0, 0, S → • ?]

Goal [0, N, Ŝ → S • ] [0, 0, S → ? •]

B → ρ
PRED: [i, j, A→ µ •B ν]

[j, j, B → • ρ]
PRED1: [i, j, A→ µ •B ν]

[j, j, B → • ?]

B → ρ
PRED2: [j, j, B → • ?]

[j, j, B → • ρ]

Rules
[i, j, A→ µ • a ν] [j, k, a]

SCAN:
[i, k, A→ µa • ν]

[i, j, A→ µ • a ν] [j, k, a]
SCAN:

[i, k, A→ µa • ν]

[j, k,B → ρ • ]
COMP1:

[j, k,B → ? • ]

[i, j, A→ µ •B ν] [j, k,B → ρ • ]
COMP:

[i, k, A→ µB • ν]

[i, j, A→ µ •B ν] [j, k,B → ? • ]
COMP2:

[i, k, A→ µB • ν]

Table 1: Deduction systems for Earley (1970)’s algorithm (EARLEY) and our faster algorithm (EARLEY–FAST).

the set of values of a closed semiring S def
=176

〈W,⊕,⊗, ∗, 0 , 1 〉. A semiring S has two opera-177

tors, ⊕, which is associative and commutative, and178

⊗, which is associative and distributes over ⊕. Ad-179

ditionally, the semiring contains values 0 , 1 ∈W180

such that 0 is an identity for ⊕ and annihilator for181

⊗ and 1 is an identity for ⊗. A closed semiring182

additionally has an operator ∗ satisfying the axiom183

(∀w ∈W) w∗ = 1 ⊕w⊗w∗ = 1 ⊕w∗⊗w. The184

interpretation is that w∗ returns the infinite sum185

1 ⊕ w ⊕ (w ⊗ w)⊕ (w ⊗ w ⊗ w)⊕ · · · .186

For any A and ρ, any derivation tree T that es-187

tablishes A ∗⇒ρ can be given a weight188

w(T )
def
=
⊗

(A→ρ)∈T

w(A→ ρ) (1)189

where A→ ρ ranges over the productions associ-190

ated with the internal nodes of T .4 We then write191

w
(
A
∗⇒ρ
)

for the total weight of all such deriva-192

tions. In particular, the goal of a weighted recog-193

nizer is to find the total weight of all derivation194

trees of a given input sentence x:195

Zx
def
= w

(
S
∗⇒x
)

=
⊕
T∈Tx

w(T ) (2)196

4The productions appear in this product in the order of a prefix
traversal of T ; this is important if ⊗ is not commutative.

An ordinary unweighted recognizer is the spe- 197

cial case where W is the boolean semiring, so 198

Zx = true iff S ∗⇒x iff Tx 6= ∅. A parser is 199

a recognizer that returns one or more derivation 200

trees—this can be achieved using the derivation 201

semiring (Goodman, 1999) or by storing the prove- 202

nance of each derived item. 203

3 Earley’s Algorithm 204

We describe Earley’s algorithm using a deduc- 205

tion system, which is effectively a version of the 206

sequent calculus (Pierce, 2002) that is often em- 207

ployed in the presentation of parsing algorithms 208

and other logic programs (Pereira and Shieber, 209

1987). Much is known about how to execute (Good- 210

man, 1999), transform (Eisner and Blatz, 2007), 211

and neuralize (Mei et al., 2020) deduction systems. 212

A deduction system derives items using deduc- 213

tive rules. Items represent propositions; the rules 214

are used to derive all propositions that are true. A 215

deductive rule is of the form 216

X Y · · ·EXAMPLE:
Z

217

where EXAMPLE is the name of the rule, the 0 or 218

more items above the bar are called antecedents, 219

and the single item below the bar is called a conse- 220

quent. Antecedents may also be written to the side 221
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of the bar; these are called side conditions and will222

be handled differently for weighted parsing in §5.223

Axioms are special rules that have no antecedents;224

as a shorthand, we omit the bar in this case and225

simply write the consequent.226

Our unweighted recognizer will determine227

whether a certain goal item is provable by a certain228

set of deductive rules from axioms that encode229

G and x. The deduction system is set up so that230

this is the case iff S ∗⇒x. The provability of an231

item under a deduction system can be generically232

solved through forward chaining. An unweighted233

parser is a version of this method that does some234

extra bookkeeping and thus is able to return one235

or more actual proofs of the goal item, which236

correspond to derivation trees. In general, a proof237

tree (or just proof) d of an item is a tree-structured238

proof of that item.239

Pereira and Warren (1983) first presented Ear-240

ley’s algorithm as a deduction system, shown as241

EARLEY in Table 1. Some items have the form242

[i, j, A→ µ • ν]. The span (i, j) refers to a con-243

tiguous segment xi:j
def
= xi+1 · · ·xj of the in-244

put sentence x. A→ µν is a production in G,245

and • marks a position in the production. The246

item [i, j, A→ µ • ν] is derivable only if the gram-247

mar has a production A→ µ ν such that µ ∗⇒xi:j .248

Therefore, • indicates the progress we have made249

through the production. An item with nothing to the250

right of •, e.g., [i, j, A→ ρ • ] is called completed.251

The grammar G is encoded by axioms A ∗⇒ρ that252

correspond to the productions of the grammar. The253

input sentence x is encoded by axioms of the form254

[k − 1, k, a] where a ∈ Σ; this axiom is true iff255

xk−1:k = xk = a.5256

While µ
∗⇒xi:j is a necessary condition for257

[i, j, A→ µ • ν] to be provable, it is not sufficient.258

For efficiency, the EARLEY deduction system is259

cleverly constructed so that this item is provable260

iff6 it can appear in a proof of some string that261

begins with x0:j , and thus might appear in a deriva-262

tion of x.7263

5All methods in this paper can be also applied directly to lattice
parsing, in which i, j, k range over states in an acyclic lattice
of possible input strings, and 0 and N refer to the unique
initial and final states. A lattice edge from j to k labeled with
terminal a is then encoded by the axiom [j, k, a].

6This characterization assumes that every non-terminal B ∈
N can be expanded by some ruleB → ρ. If not,B is useless
and can be safely eliminated from the grammar, along with
any production inR that mentions B. This may create new
useless non-terminals that can be eliminated in turn.

7Earley (1970) also generalized the algorithm to prove this
item only if it can appear in a proof of some string that begins

Including [0, 0, Ŝ → •S] as an axiom in the sys- 264

tem effectively causes forward chaining to start 265

looking for a derivation at position 0. The system 266

has proved S
∗⇒x if it can derive the goal item 267

[0, N, Ŝ → S • ], where N = |x|. These two items 268

conveniently pretend that the grammar has been 269

augmented with a new start symbol Ŝ that only 270

rewrites according to the single production Ŝ → S. 271

Earley’s algorithm has three deduction rules: 272

PREDICT, SCAN, and COMPLETE. We describe 273

each of these rules and their runtime in detail. Ad- 274

ditionally, we discuss how past work has improved 275

on the runtime of the different rules in §3.4. We 276

analyze the runtime of the deduction system fol- 277

lowing McAllester (2002): for each deduction rule, 278

we examine the domain size of its free variables. 279

3.1 Predict 280

To look for constituents of type B starting at po- 281

sition j, using the rule B → ρ, we need to de- 282

rive [j, j, B → • ρ]. Earley’s algorithm imposes 283

[i, j, A→ µ •B ν] as a side condition, so that we 284

only start looking if such a constituent B could be 285

combined with some item to its left.8 286

B → ρ
PRED: [i, j, A→ µ •B ν]

[j, j, B → • ρ]
287

Runtime analysis. PRED has four free variables: 288

indices i and j with a domain size of N + 1, dotted 289

production A→ µ •B ν with domain size |G|, and 290

production rule B → ρ with a domain size of |R|. 291

Therefore, its total runtime is O
(
N2|G||R|

)
. 292

3.2 Scan 293

If we have derived an incomplete item 294

[i, j, A→ µ • a ν], we can advance the dot 295

if the next terminal symbol is a: 296

[i, j, A→ µ • a ν] [j, k, a]
SCAN:

[i, k, A→ µa • ν]
297

This makes progress toward completing the A. 298

Runtime analysis. SCAN has four free variables: 299

indices i, j, and k with a domain size ofN+1, and 300

dotted production A→ µ •B ν with domain size 301

|G|. However, since we consider terminal symbols 302

to have a span width of 1, it is the case that j = k−1 303

and so SCAN has a total runtime of O
(
N2|G|

)
. 304

with x0:(j+∆), for a fixed ∆. This is lookahead of ∆ tokens.
8Minnen (1996) and Eisner and Blatz (2007) explain that this
side condition is an instance of the “magic sets” technique
that filters some unnecessary work from a bottom-up algo-
rithm (Ramakrishnan, 1991).
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3.3 Complete305

Recall that having [i, j, A→ µ •B ν] allowed us306

to start looking for a B at position j (PRED).307

Once we have found a complete B by deriving308

[j, k,B → ρ • ], we can advance the dot in the for-309

mer rule:310

[i, j, A→ µ •B ν] [j, k,B → ρ • ]
COMP:

[i, k, A→ µB • ν]
311

Runtime analysis. COMP has five free variables:312

indices i, j, and k with a domain size of N + 1,313

dotted production A→ µ •B ν with domain size314

|G|, and the completed production B → ρ with a315

domain size of |R|. Therefore, COMP will have a316

total runtime of O
(
N3|G||R|

)
.317

3.4 Previous Speed-ups318

Putting the above steps together, the total runtime319

of the EARLEY algorithm is O
(
N3|G||R|

)
. In320

addition, the number of possible derived items is321

O
(
N2|G|

)
, which is a bound on the space needed322

by the algorithm to store the items that have been323

derived so far and index them for fast lookup324

(McAllester, 2002; Eisner et al., 2005). We briefly325

discuss past approaches used to improve the asymp-326

totic efficiency.327

Leermakers (1992) noted that in an item of the328

form [i, j, A→ µ • ν], the sequence µ is irrelevant329

to subsequent deductions. Therefore, he suggested330

(in effect) replacing µ with a generic placeholder331

?. This merges items that had only differed332

in their µ values, so the algorithm processes333

fewer items. This technique can also be seen in334

Moore (2000) and Klein and Manning (2001a,b).335

Importantly, this means that each non terminal336

only has one completed state, [j, k,B → ? • ], for337

each span. This improves the runtime of Earley’s338

to O
(
N3|G||N |+N2|G||R|

)
. Our §4.2 will give339

a version of the trick that only gets this effect.340

The full version of Leermakers (1992)’s trick is341

subsumed by our generalized approach in §6.342

While the GHR algorithm—a modified version343

of Earley’s algorithm—is commonly known to be344

O
(
N3|G||R|

)
, Graham et al. (1980, Section 3) pro-345

vide a detailed exploration of the low-level imple-346

mentation of their algorithm that enables it to be347

run in O
(
N3|G|

)
time. This explanation spans 20348

pages and includes techniques similar to those men-349

tioned in §4, as well as discussion of data structures.350

To the best of our knowledge, these details have not351

been carried forward in subsequent presentations352

of GHR (Stolcke, 1995; Goodman, 1999).353

4 An Improved Deduction System 354

Our EARLEY–FAST deduction system, shown in 355

the right column of Table 1, shaves a factor of 356

O(R) off the runtime of EARLEY. We introduce 357

items [i, j, A→ • ?] and [i, j, A→ ? • ] that will 358

be used to speed up PRED (§4.1) and COMP (§4.2) 359

respectively. We can also use these items to replace 360

the goal item and the axiom that used Ŝ; the extra 361

Ŝ symbol is no longer needed. In the remainder of 362

this section, we describe our new deduction rules 363

for COMP and PRED. (SCAN is unchanged.) 364

4.1 Predict 365

We split PRED into two rules: PRED1 and PRED2. 366

The first rule, PRED1, creates an item that gath- 367

ers together all requests to look for a given non- 368

terminal B starting at a given position j: 369

PRED1: [i, j, A→ µ •B ν]
[j, j, B → • ?] 370

There are three free variables in the rule: indices 371

i and j, and dotted production A→ •B ν. There- 372

fore, PRED1 has a total runtime of O
(
N2|G|

)
. 373

The second rule, PRED2, expands the item into 374

commitments to look for each specific kind of B: 375

[j, j, B → • ?]
PRED2: B → ρ ∈ R

[j, j, B → • ρ]
376

PRED2 has two free variables: index j and pro- 377

duction B → ρ. Therefore, PRED2 has a runtime 378

of O(N |G|), leading to both and so the two rules 379

together have a runtime of O
(
N2|G|

)
. 380

4.2 Complete 381

We speed up COMP in a similar fashion to PRED. 382

We split COMP into two rules: COMP1 and COMP2. 383

The first rule, COMP1, gathers all completed B 384

constituents over a given span into a single item: 385

[j, k,B → ρ • ]
COMP1:

[j, k,B → ? • ]
386

We have three free variables: indices j and k, and 387

completed production B → ρ. Therefore, COMP1 388

has a total runtime of O
(
N2|G|

)
. 389

The second rule, COMP2, attaches the result- 390

ing complete items to any incomplete items that 391

predicted them: 392

[i, j, A→ µ •B ν] [j, k,B → ? • ]
COMP2:

[i, k, A→ µB • ν]
393

We have four free variables: indices i, j, and k, 394

and dotted production A→ µ •B ν. Therefore, 395

COMP2 has a total runtime of O
(
N3|G|

)
and so 396
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the two rules together have a runtime ofO
(
N3|G|

)
.397

This speed-up to the COMPLETE step is an instance398

of the fold transform (Tamaki and Sato, 1984).399

5 Semiring-Weighted Parsing400

We have so far presented Earley’s algorithm and401

our improved deduction system in the unweighted402

case. This is equivalent to running a weighted403

algorithm in the boolean semiring. However, we404

are often interested in weighted recognition under405

an arbitrary closed semiring (Mohri, 1997). In406

weighted deduction, each axiom has a weight, and407

the weight of a proof tree is the product under ⊗408

of the weights of its axioms (which in our case409

are input words and CFG productions), in the left-410

to-right order in which they are encountered in411

the proof tree. General algorithms for weighted412

deduction (Goodman, 1999; Eisner et al., 2005)413

can be used to find the total weight under ⊕ of all414

proofs of the goal item (as in (2)).415

To solve the weighted CFG recognition prob-416

lem using weighted deduction, we can continue to417

use the deduction systems in Table 1. Axioms418

of the form A→ ρ should inherit their weight419

from the corresponding grammar production, i.e.,420

w(A→ ρ). All other axioms have weight 1 . The421

weight of a proof tree of the goal item (according to422

the weighted deduction system) is now the weight423

of the corresponding derivation tree (according to424

the weighted CFG), so the total weight of all such425

proofs is Zx as desired.426

The deduction systems presented in §3 and427

§4 work for any semiring-weighted CFG. Un-428

fortunately, the forward-chaining algorithm for429

weighted deduction (e.g., Eisner et al., 2005) may430

not terminate if the system permits cyclic proofs,431

where an item can participate in one of its own432

proofs.9 In this case, the algorithm will merely433

approach the correct value of Zx as it discovers434

deeper and deeper proofs of the goal item. Cyclic-435

ity in our system can arise from sets of unary436

productions such as {A→ B,B → A} ⊆ R, or437

equivalently, from {A→ BC,B → A} ⊆ R438

where C
∗⇒ε (which is possible if R contains439

C → ε or other nullary productions). We take440

the approach of eliminating problematic unary and441

nullary productions from the weighted grammar442

9In general, even acyclic weighted deduction can fail to ter-
minate, if the deduction system can derive infinitely many
distinct items. But the number of derived items in our case is
O
(
N2|G|

)
, as noted earlier, and therefore finite.

without changing Zx for any x. We provide meth- 443

ods to do this in App. A and App. B respectively.10 444

The runtime of the weighted deduction systems is 445

then the same as in the unweighted case, where 446

|G| now refers to the size of the modified grammar. 447

The elimination of some productions can increase 448

|G|, but we explain how to limit this effect. 449

Once cyclic proofs are impossible, there exists 450

a topologically sorted order of the items. Visiting 451

the items in this order lets us compute Zx with the 452

same asymptotic complexity as unweighted parsing. 453

Goodman (1999, Section 5) discusses execution 454

strategies, including a generic method to dynami- 455

cally discover a topologically sorted order (though 456

we can specify one statically for our systems). 457

6 Earley’s Algorithm Using an FSA 458

In this section, we present a generalization of 459

EARLEY–FAST that can parse with any weighted 460

finite-state automaton (WFSA) grammar M in 461

O
(
N3|M|

)
. HereM is a WFSA that encodes the 462

CFG productions as follows. For any ρ ∈ (Σ∪N )∗ 463

and any A ∈ N , for M to accept the string ρ Â 464

with weight w ∈ W is tantamount to having the 465

production A→ ρ in the CFG with weight w.11 466

This presentation has two advantages 467

over a standard CFG. First, M can be com- 468

piled from user-friendly specifications like 469

NP→ Det? Adj∗ N+ PP∗, which specifies in- 470

finitely many productions with unboundedly long 471

right-hand-sides ρ (althoughM still only describes 472

a context-free language). Second, productions with 473

similar right-hand-sides may share partial paths in 474

M, which means that a single item can efficiently 475

represent many dotted productions. 476

Our WFSA grammar is similar to a recursive 477

transition network or RTN grammar (Woods, 478

1970). Adapting Earley’s algorithm to RTNs was 479

discussed by Jr. and Brown (1981), Kochut (1983), 480

Leermakers (1989), and Perlin (1991). Klein and 481

10App. B may be a contribution of this paper, as we were
unable to find a correct construction in the literature.

11Unless ⊗ is non-commutative (e.g., a derivation semiring).
In contrast to footnote 4, we must now interpret (1) as
multiplying the rule probabilities in a kind of infix order.
Suppose a derivation tree for A ∗⇒x uses a WFSA path at
the root that accepts BCÂ with weight w. Recursively
let wB and wC be the weights of the child subderivations,
rooted at B and C. Then the overall weight of the derivation
of A will not be w ⊗ wB ⊗ wC (prefix order), but rather
w1⊗wB ⊗w2⊗wC ⊗w3. Here we have factored the path
weight w into w1 ⊗ w2 ⊗ w3, which are respectively the
weights of the subpath up through B, the subpath from there
up through C, and the subpath from there to the end.
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Domains i, j, k ∈ {0, . . . , N} A ∈ N a ∈ Σ q, q′ ∈ Q

Items [i, j, q] [i, j, q?] [i, j, a] [i, j, A→ • ?] [i, j, A→ ? • ] q
a
 q′ q

A
 q′ q

A
 ? q

∗Â
 ?

Axioms [0, 0, q],∀q ∈ I [j, j + 1, xk], ∀k∈{1, . . . , N} [0, 0, S → • ?]

Goals [0, N, S → ? • ]

PRED1:
[i, j, q]

q
A
 ?[j, j, A→ • ?]

[j, k, q] q
Â
 q′ q′ ∈ F

COMP1:
[j, k, A→ ? • ]

Rules
q ∈ I

PRED2:
[j, j, q?]

[i, j, q] q
A
 q′ [j, k, A→ ? • ]

COMP2:
[i, k, q′?]

[i, j, q] q
a
 q′ [j, k, a]

SCAN:
[i, k, q′?]

[i, j, q] q
ε
 q′

EPSILON:
[i, j, q′?]

[j, k, q?]
FILTER:

[j, j, A→ • ?]

q
∗Â
 ?[j, k, q]

Table 2: EARLEY–FSA, a variant of EARLEY–FAST in which FSA states replace dotted productions.

Manning (2001b) used a weighted version for PTB482

parsing. None of them spelled out a deduction483

system, however.484

Also, an RTN is a collection of productions of485

the form A→MA, where forMA to accept ρ is486

tantamount to having A→ ρ in the CFG. Thus an487

RTN uses one FSA per non-terminal. Our innova-488

tion is to use one WFSA for the entire grammar,489

specifying the left-hand-side non-terminal as a final490

symbol. Thus, to allow productions A→ µ ν and491

B → µ ν ′, our single WFSA can have paths µ ν Â492

and µ ν ′ B̂ that share the µ prefix. This allows our493

EARLEY–FSA to match the µ prefix only once, in494

a way that could eventually result in completing ei-495

ther an A or a B (or both). This concept of sharing496

a left context was first introduced by Jr. and Brown497

(1981).498

We write |M| for the number of edges in M.499

A traditional weighted CFG G can be easily en-500

coded as a WFSAM with |M| = |G|, by creating501

a weighted path of length k and weight w for each502

CFG production of size k and weight w, termi-503

nating in a final state, and then merging the initial504

states of these paths into a single state that becomes505

the initial state of the resulting WFSA. The paths506

are otherwise disjoint. Importantly, this WFSA can507

then be determinized and minimized (Mohri, 2002)508

to potentially reduce the number of edges and thus509

speed up parsing (Klein and Manning, 2001b).510

In general, however, the grammar can be speci-511

fied by any WFSAM—not necessarily determinis-512

tic. This could be compiled from weighted regular513

expressions, or an encoded Markov model trained514

on observed productions (Collins, 1999), or be ob-515

tained by merging states of another WFSA gram- 516

mar (Stolcke and Omohundro, 1994) in order to 517

smooth its weights and speed it up. 518

The WFSA has states V and weighted transitions 519

(or edges) E , over an alphabetA consisting ofN ∪ 520

Σ together with hatted non-terminals like Â. Its 521

initial and final states are denoted by I ⊆ V and 522

F ⊆ V , respectively. We denote an edge of the 523

WFSA by (q
a
 q′) ∈ E where q, q′ ∈ V and a ∈ 524

A ∪ {ε}. This corresponds to an axiom with the 525

same weight as the edge. q ∈ I corresponds to an 526

axiom whose weight is the initial-state weight of q. 527

The axiom q ∈ F actually means (more generally) 528

that q has an ε-path to a final state; its weight is the 529

total weight of all such paths. 530

For a state q ∈ V and symbol a ∈ N , the pre- 531

computed side condition q
A
 ? is true iff there 532

exists a state q′ ∈ V such that the transition q A
 q′ 533

exists in E . Additionally, the precomputed side con- 534

dition q ∗Â ? is true if there exists a path starting 535

from q that will eventually read Â. 536

The EARLEY–FSA deduction system is given in 537

Table 2 and has a runtime of O
(
N3|M|

)
. It is sim- 538

ilar to EARLEY–FAST, where the dotted rules have 539

been replaced by WFSA states. However, unlike a 540

dotted rule, a state does not specify a PREDICTed 541

left-hand-side non-terminal. As a result, when we 542

“advance the dot” to a new state q, we build an item 543

[j, k, q?] that is annotated with a question mark. 544

This mark represents the fact that although q is 545

compatible with several left hand sides A (those 546

for which q ∗Â ? is true), the left context x0:j might 547

not call for any of those non-terminals. If it does, 548
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then the new FILTER rule will remove the question549

mark, allowing further progress.550

As before, we must eliminate unary and nullary551

rules before parsing; App. C explains how to do552

this with a WFSA grammar. In addition, although553

Table 2 allows the WFSA to contain ε-transitions,554

App. C explains how to eliminate ε-cycles in the555

WFSA, which could prevent us from converging,556

for the usual reason that an item [i, j, q] could par-557

ticipate in its own derivation. Afterwards, there is558

again a toposorted order in which the deduction en-559

gine can attempt to build items (Goodman, 1999).560

As noted above, we can speed up EARLEY–FSA561

by reducing the size of the WFSA. Unfortunately,562

minimization of general FSAs is NP-hard. How-563

ever, we can at least seek the minimal determinis-564

tic WFSAM′ such that |M′| ≤ |M|, at least in565

most semirings (Mohri, 2000; Eisner, 2003). The566

determinization (Aho et al., 1986) and minimiza-567

tion (Aho and Hopcroft, 1974; Revuz, 1992) al-568

gorithms for the boolean semiring are particularly569

well-known. Minimization merges states, which570

results in merging items, much as when EARLEY–571

FAST merged items that had different pre-dot sym-572

bols (Leermakers, 1992; Moore, 2000).573

Another advantage of the WFSA presentation574

of Earley’s is that it makes it simple to express a575

tighter bound on the runtime. Much of the grammar576

size |G| or |M| is due to terminal symbols that are577

not used at most positions of the input. Suppose578

the input is an ordinary sentence (one word at each579

position, unlike the lattice case in footnote 5), and580

suppose c is a constant such that no state q has581

more than c outgoing arcs labeled with the same582

terminal symbol a ∈ Σ. Then when SCAN tries to583

extend [i, j, q], it considers at most c arcs. Thus,584

the O(|M|) factor in our runtime (where |M| =585

|E|) can be replaced withO(|V| · c+ |EN |), where586

EN ⊆ E is the set of edges that are not labeled with587

terminals.588

7 Practical Runtime of Earley’s589

We empirically measure the runtimes of EAR-590

LEY, EARLEY–FAST, and EARLEY–FSA. We use591

the tropical semiring to find the highest-weighted592

derivation trees. We use two grammars that were593

extracted from the PTB: Markov-order-2 (M2) and594

Parent-annotated Markov-order-2 (PM2).12 For595

12Available at https://code.google.com/
archive/p/bubs-parser/. M2 contains 13,893
non-lexicon rules and 52,009 lexicon rules. PM2 contains

each grammar, we ran our parsers 13(using the 596

tropical semiring) on 100 randomly selected sen- 597

tences of 5 to 40 words from the PTB test-set (mean 598

21.4, stdev 10.7), although we omitted sentences 599

of length > 25 from the EARLEY graph as it was 600

too slow (> 3 minutes per sentence). The full re- 601

sults are displayed in App. D. The graph shows 602

that EARLEY–FAST is roughly 20× faster at all 603

sentence lengths. We obtain a further speed-up of 604

2.5× by switching to EARLEY–FSA. 605

8 Conclusion 606

In this pedagogical paper, we have shown how 607

the runtime of Earley’s algorithm is reduced to 608

O
(
N3|G|

)
from the naive O

(
N3|G||R|

)
. We pre- 609

sented this dynamic programming algorithm as a 610

deduction system, which splits prediction and com- 611

pletion into two steps each, in order to share work 612

among related items. To further share work, we 613

generalized Earley’s algorithm to work with a gram- 614

mar specified by a weighted FSA. We showed how 615

to generalize these methods to semiring-weighted 616

grammars by correctly transforming the grammars 617

to eliminate cyclic derivations. We demonstrated 618

that these speedups are effective in practice. 619

We remark on two useful extensions. Stolcke 620

(1995)’s algorithm computes the total weight of all 621

sentences with a given prefix; this can be arranged 622

by augmenting our deduction system. We would 623

also like to recover parse trees under the original 624

grammar (before unary and nullary rules were elim- 625

inated). This can be done by constructing a deriva- 626

tion semiring such that Zx gives the best parse tree 627

along with its weight, or alternatively a representa- 628

tion of the possibly infinite forest of all parse trees. 629

We intend this work to serve as a clean refer- 630

ence for those who wish to efficiently implement 631

an Earley-style parser or develop related incremen- 632

tal parsing methods. For example, our deductive 633

systems could be used as the starting point for neu- 634

ral models of incremental processing (in which 635

an item’s vector-space representation is computed 636

from its derivations, along with its weight), or for 637

extensions to more powerful grammar formalisms. 638

25,919 non-lexicon rules and 52,009 lexicon rules. The
downloaded grammars did not have nullary rules or unary
chains.

13We will release our Cython implementation upon publica-
tion. A fast implementation of Earley’s algorithm is reported
by Polat et al. (2016) but does not appear to be public.
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A Eliminating Unary Cycles845

Stolcke (1995, Section 4.5) addresses the problem846

of unary production cycles by modifying the deduc-847

tion rules.14 He assumes use of the real semiring,848

where ⊕ = + and ⊗ = ×. Here, inverting a sin-849

gle |N | × |N | matrix suffices to compute the total850

weight of all rewrite sequences A ∗⇒B, known as851

unary chains, for each ordered pair A,B ∈ N 2.852

His modified rules then ignore the original unary853

productions and refer to these weights instead.854

We take a similar approach, but instead describe855

it as a transformation of the weighted grammar,856

leaving the deduction system unchanged. We also857

generalize to other closed semirings. Finally, we858

do not collapse all unary chains as Stolcke (1995)859

does, but only those subchains that can appear on860

cycles. This prevents the grammar size from blow-861

ing up more than necessary (recall that the parser’s862

runtime is proportional to grammar size). For exam-863

ple, if the unary productions are Ai → Ai+1 for all864

1 ≤ i < K, then there is no cycle and our transfor-865

mation leaves these K − 1 productions unchanged,866

rather than replacing them with K(K − 1)/2 new867

unary productions that correspond to the possible868

chains Ai
∗⇒Aj for 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ K.869

Given a weighted CFG G = 〈N ,Σ,R, S, w〉,870

consider the weighted graph whose vertices are N871

and whose weighted edges A→ B are given by872

the unary productions A→ B. (This graph may873

include self-loops such as A→ A.) Its strongly874

connected components (SCCs) can be found in lin-875

ear time and thus in O(|G|) time. For any A and B876

in the same SCC,w(A
∗⇒B) ∈W denotes the total877

weight of all rewrite sequences of the form A
∗⇒B878

(including the 0-length sequence with weight 1 ,879

if A = B). For an SCC of size K, there are880

K2 such weights and they can be found in total881

time O
(
K3
)

by the Kleene–Floyd–Warshall algo-882

rithm (Lehmann, 1977; Tarjan, 1981b,a). In the883

real semiring, this algorithm corresponds to using884

Gauss-Jordan elimination to invert I−E, where E885

is the weighted adjacency matrix of the SCC (rather886

than of the whole graph as in Stolcke (1995)). In887

the general case, it computes the infinite matrix888

sum I ⊕ E ⊕ (E ⊗ E)⊕ · · · in closed form, with889

the help of the ∗ operator of the closed semiring.890

We now construct a new grammar G′ =891

〈N ′,Σ,R′, S, w′〉 that has no unary cycles, as fol-892

14Johnson (2000) provides an implementation of CKY (and
the inside-outside algorithm) that allows unary productions
and handles unary cycles in a similar way.

lows. For each A ∈ N , our N ′ contains two non- 893

terminals, A and A. For each ordered pair of non- 894

terminalsA,B ∈ N 2 that fall in the same SCC,R′ 895

contains a productionA→ B with w′
(
A→ B

)
= 896

w
(
A
∗⇒B

)
. For every rule A→ ρ inR that is not 897

of the formA→ B whereA andB fall in the same 898

SCC, R′ also contains a production A→ ρ with 899

w′(A→ ρ) = w(A→ ρ), where ρ is a version of 900

ρ in which each non-terminal B has been replaced 901

by B. Finally, as a constant-factor optimization, A 902

and A may be merged back together if A formed a 903

trivial SCC with no self-loop: that is, remove the 904

weight- 1 production A→ A fromR′ and replace 905

all copies of A and A with A throughout G′. 906

B Eliminating Nullary Productions 907

We eliminate nullary productions from the 908

weighted grammar in order to avoid cycles. This 909

must be done before eliminating unary cycles 910

(App. A), since eliminating nullary productions 911

can create new unary productions. Hopcroft et al. 912

(2007, Chapter 7.1.3) explain how to do this in the 913

unweighted case. Stolcke (1995, Section 4.7.4) 914

sketches a generalization to the probability semir- 915

ing, but it also uses the non-semiring operations of 916

division and subtraction (and is not clearly correct). 917

We therefore give an explicit general construction. 918

While we provide a method that handles nullary 919

productions by modifying the grammar, it is also 920

possible to instead modify the algorithm to allow 921

advancing the dot over nullable non-terminals, i.e., 922

non-terminals A such that the grammar allows 923

A
∗⇒ε (Aycock and Horspool, 2002). 924

Our first step, like Stolcke’s, is to compute the 925

“null weight” eA
def
= w

(
A
∗⇒ε
)

for each A ∈ N . 926

Although a closed semiring does not provide an 927

operator for this summation, these values are a so- 928

lution to the system of |N | polynomial equations15 929930

eA =
⊕

(A→B1···Bn)∈R

w(A→ B1 · · ·Bn)⊗
n⊗
i=1

eBi (3) 931

A solution should exist for the sum in (2) to be 932

well-defined in the first place. If so, a solution can 933

normally be found in practice by initializing all 934

eA = 0 and then iteratively recomputing them, 935

using the equations above, until numerical conver- 936

gence. Nederhof and Satta (2008) review some 937

other methods for the case of the real semiring. 938

15If (A→ ε) ∈ R, it will be covered by the case n = 0.
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We now modify the grammar as follows. We939

adopt the convention that for a production A→ ρ940

that is not yet in R, we consider its weight to be941

w(A→ ρ) = 0 , and increasing this weight by any942

non- 0 amount adds it toR. For each non-terminal943

B such that eB 6= 0 , let us assume the existence944

of an auxiliary non-terminal B 6=ε /∈ N such that945

B 6=ε 6 ∗⇒ε but ∀x 6= ε, w
(
B6=ε

∗⇒x
)

= w
(
B
∗⇒x
)

.946

We iterate this step: as long as we can find a produc-947

tion A→ µB ν inR such that eB ∈ N , we mod-948

ify it to the more restricted version A→ µB6=ε ν949

(keeping its weight), but to preserve the possibility950

thatB ∗⇒ε, we also increase the weight of the short-951

ened production A→ µ ν by w(A→ µB ν)⊗eB .952

A production A→ ρ where ρ includes k non-953

terminals will be gradually split up by the above954

procedure into 2k productions, in which each non-955

terminal B has been either specialized to B 6=ε or956

removed. In particular, we can see from (3) that957

w(A→ ε) = eA. So far we have preserved all958

weights w
(
A
∗⇒x
)

, provided that the auxiliary959

non-terminals behave as assumed. But for each960

A we now remove A→ ε from R, and since A961

can no longer rewrite as ε, we rename all other962

rules A→ ρ to A 6=ε → ρ. This closes the loop by963

defining the auxiliary non-terminals as desired.964

Finally, since S is the start symbol, we add back965

S → ε (with weight eS) as well as adding the new966

rule S → S 6=ε (with weight 1 ). Thus (as in Chom-967

sky Normal Form), the only nullary rule is now968

S → ε, which may be needed to generate the 0-969

length sentence. We now have a new grammar with970

non-terminals N ′ = {S} ∪ {B 6=ε : B ∈ N}. To971

simplify the names, we can rename the start symbol972

S to Ŝ and then drop the 6=ε subscripts.16973

C Handling Nullary and Unary974

Productions in an FSA975

We can handle nullary productions by directly976

adapting the construction of App. B to the WFSA977

case. Indeed, the WFSA version is simpler to ex-978

press. For each arc q B
 q′ such that B ∈ N and979

eB 6= 0 , we replace the B label of that arc with980

B 6=ε (preserving the arc’s weight), and add a new981

arc q ε
 q′ of weight eB . We then define a new982

WFSA M′ = (M ∩ ¬Mbad) ∪ Mgood, where983

Mbad is an unweighted FSA that accepts exactly984

16We can also iteratively remove any useless non-terminals
(footnote 6), which correspond to non-terminals that only
rewrote as ε in the original grammar.

those strings of the form Â (i.e., nullary produc- 985

tions), ¬ takes the unweighted complement, and 986

Mgood is a WFSA that accepts exactly strings of 987

the form Ŝ (with weight eS) and S6=εŜ (with weight 988

1 ). As this construction introduces new ε arcs, it 989

should precede the elimination of ε-cycles. 990

Notice that in the example of App. B where a 991

production A→ ρ was replaced with up to 2k − 1 992

variants, the WFSA construction efficiently shares 993

structure among these variants. It adds at most k 994

edges at the first step and at most doubles the total 995

number of states through intersection with ¬Mbad. 996

Similarly, we can handle unary productions by 997

directly adapting the construction of App. A to the 998

WFSA case. We first extract all weighted unary 999

rules by intersectingM with the unweighted lan- 1000

guage {BÂ : A,B ∈ N} (and determinizing the 1001

result so as to combine duplicate rules). Exactly as 1002

in App. A, we construct the unary rule graph and 1003

compute its SCCs along with weights w
(
A
∗⇒B

)
1004

for all A,B in the same SCC. We modify the 1005

WFSA by underlining all hatted non-terminals Â 1006

and overlining all non-terminals B. Finally, we 1007

define our new WFSA grammar (M∩¬Mbad) ∪ 1008

Mgood. Here Mbad is an unweighted FSA that 1009

accepts exactly those strings of the form BÂ and 1010

Mgood is a WFSA that accepts exactly strings of 1011

the form BÂ such that A,B are in the same SCC, 1012

with weight w
(
A
∗⇒B

)
. 1013

Following each construction, non-terminal 1014

names can again be simplified as in Apps. A and B. 1015

Finally, §6 mentioned that we must eliminate 1016

ε-cycles from the FSA. The algorithm for doing 1017

so (Mohri, 2002) is fundamentally the same as our 1018

method for eliminating unary rule cycles from a 1019

CFG (App. A), but now it operates on the graph 1020

whose edges are ε-transitions of the FSA, rather 1021

than the graph whose edges are unary rules of the 1022

CFG. 1023
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Figure 1: Average parse time per sentence for 100 ran-
domly selected sentences of 5–40 words on the M2
grammar (left) and PM2 grammar (right). As all these
algorithms are worst-case cubic in N , each curve on
these log-log plots is bounded above by a line of slope
3, but the lower lines have better grammar constants.
The experiment was conducted using a Cython imple-
mentation on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-7500U proces-
sor with 16GB RAM.
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